A TRIBUTE IN LOVING MEMORY

Gregory James Gluszak (1982-2006)

Greg Gluszak was a lifetime resident of Walker Valley, New York and graduated from the State University of New York at Albany (B.S.) in 2004. At the time of his death, he was a first year Ph.D. student in the Department of Geosciences at Stony Brook University. As an undergraduate student, majoring in geology, Greg became interested in planetary science and was a student team member with the NASA-sponsored New York Center for Studies on the Origin of Life at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and SUNY Albany. During his first year at Stony Brook, Greg was busy taking courses and acting as a teaching assistant in undergraduate classes. He was continuing to pursue his interests in planetary science and had just begun a laboratory research project where he was examining the chemical and mineralogical effects of interacting acidic aqueous solutions with rocks and minerals characteristic of the Martian surface. These experiments were designed to help explain some of the observations made by the Spirit rover that is currently active on the surface of Mars.

After his first semester at Stony Brook, Greg returned home to spend Christmas with his family. During this time he fell suddenly and seriously ill. He passed away on January 13, 2006 due to Adult Respiratory Distress Syndrome of unknown origin.

Greg had a passion for learning and for science. His family has expressed his awe and gratitude at being able to say that he was part of Stony Brook University where he knew his passion would be kept alive and where he would be mentored by some of the most brilliant minds in the country. He had hoped to add his contribution to the legacy of Stony Brook researchers, scientists and educators. In turn, Greg had a remarkable impact in his brief time at Stony Brook – from his great enthusiasm for scholarship to his engaging good humor to baking cookies for his graduate seminar classmates. At home he was an active member of his local church and was heavily involved with community service. He greatly enjoyed the outdoors and his other favorite activities included music, art and photography. He will be sorely missed and always remembered by family and friends.
A TRIBUTE IN LOVING MEMORY

Teresa Elizabeth Haire (1975 – 2006)

Teresa Haire, a native Long Islander, graduated from high school summa cum laude. She attended SUNY Plattsburgh and graduated with a B.S. degree in Biology in 1998. Her undergraduate research on the primary photoreceptor pigment of *Euglena gracilis* that is used for phototaxis, together with her work after graduation in a physician’s clinical laboratory in Sitka, Alaska, fueled her desire to pursue biomedical research aimed at curing human diseases. She became a doctoral student in the Molecular Genetics and Microbiology Program at Stony Brook University in the fall of 2003 and was the recipient of a University Graduate Fellowship.

Teresa began her dissertation research on the regulation of epithelial cell polarity during oncogenic transformation in Dr. Senthil Muthuswamy’s lab at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in the summer of 2004. She was a superb experimentalist who did not shy away from applying new techniques and experimental approaches to her project, and she was deeply committed to her work. Teresa was an excellent speaker and teacher, and was well known for working long, hard hours in the lab including weekends and holidays. Outside the lab, she enjoyed spending time with her many friends, camping, fishing, playing with her dog, and listening to the music of the Grateful Dead and Phish.

Quite unexpectedly, Teresa suffered a brain hemorrhage and she passed away peacefully on January 30, 2006 in the presence of family and friends. Her passing is a great loss to her family, friends and the program. Teresa is remembered by all for her warm and gentle personality, generous spirit, optimism, and infectious laugh. She is deeply missed by all who knew her.
GREETINGS FROM THE DEAN

We began to compile a record of the achievements of Stony Brook’s graduate Students in 1991 and have published an issue each academic year since then. This issue covers the 2005-2006 academic year.

The accomplishments of Stony Brook’s graduate students are quite extraordinary. They include winning numerous, prestigious, national and international fellowships and research grants. Our students have also established an impressive presence in the literatures of their disciplines with publications in many of the best scholarly journals and books. They have achieved recognition in the creative arts with acclaimed exhibitions and performances. Stony Brook’s graduate students also won awards for their excellence as teachers. Our students participate fully in the intellectual activities of their field of scholarship by participation in conferences and workshops. Finally, graduates of Stony Brook’s programs leave us to take up a wide variety of professional appointments. Many of these are Post-Doctoral fellowships or faculty positions at some of the nation’s finest universities. In addition, Stony Brook’s graduates carry the knowledge and expertise that they gained here to many prestigious institutions overseas, thus enhancing Stony Brook’s international reputation as an outstanding research university.

The success of Stony Brook’s graduate enterprise is rooted in the success of the faculty of the University in research, scholarship and creative activities. The international reputation of Stony Brook’s faculty attracts outstanding students to our graduate programs from across the country and around the world. Our educational programs and the opportunities to work with dedicated faculty mentors develop the potential that students bring with them so that they become independent researchers and scholars. Graduate education lies at the heart of a research University and this publication demonstrates the vitality of the research, scholarly and creative activities underway at Stony Brook. The students whose accomplishments make up this document deserve recognition for their achievements and our thanks for what they have contributed to the intellectual life of the campus and to the reputation of our University. The faculty who have guided these efforts and the staff and administration of the University who help to foster an environment in which scholastic excellence is valued and in which outstanding graduate education can take place all played important roles in the successes documented here.

The achievements listed here required hard work by many people and all who contributed should feel a sense of pride in the accomplishments of these students. My congratulations and thanks to all concerned.

Lawrence B. Martin
Dean of the Graduate School
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GRADUATE PROGRAMS

❖ BASIC HEALTH SCIENCES, Vice Dean for Research: Craig Malbon

Anatomical Sciences
Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology
Molecular Genetics and Microbiology
Immunology and Pathology
Oral Biology and Pathology
Physiology and Biophysics

❖ SOCIAL WELFARE, Dean: Francis Brisbane

❖ COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, Dean: James V. Staros

Anthropological Sciences
Anthropology
Art History and Criticism and Studio Art
Biochemistry and Structural Biology
Chemistry
Comparative Literature
Ecology and Evolution
Economics
English
European Languages, Literatures and Cultures
Genetics
Geosciences
Hispanic Languages, Literatures and Cultures
History
Linguistics
Mathematics
Molecular and Cellular Biology
Music
Neuroscience
Philosophy
Physics and Astronomy
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Theatre Arts
Women's Studies
Writing and Rhetoric

❖ COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCES, Dean: Yacov Shamash

Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Biomedical Engineering
Computer Science
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Management and Policy
Materials Science and Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Technology and Society

❖ MARINE SCIENCES RESEARCH CENTER, Dean: David Conover

Marine and Atmospheric Sciences

❖ SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT and CONTINUING STUDIES, Dean: Paul Edelson
The 2006 GRADUATE AWARDS

❖ President's Award for Excellence in Teaching

This award is made in recognition of excellence in teaching by graduate students. The name of each recipient will be inscribed on Stony Brook's Roll of Recognition for Teaching Excellence.

Amy Bagshaw  Art
Serene Khader  Philosophy
Kristin Pape  Comparative Studies
Richard Smith  Sociology
Amy Traver  Sociology
Na Yin  Economics

❖ President's Award to Distinguished Doctoral Students

This award is made in recognition of the following criteria:
1. The candidate's dissertation and its research base are of outstanding merit, or
2. The student, in conduct of doctoral work made exceptional contributions to the University, or
3. The student, in completing candidacy overcame personal or social handicaps of an unusual nature.

Andisheh Abedini  Chemistry
Rama Calaga  Physics and Astronomy
Kaustabh Ghosh  Biomedical Engineering
Mitchell Irwin  Interdepartmental Doctoral Program in Anthropological Sciences
Deborah Stoner-Ma  Chemistry

❖ Dorothy L. Pieper Memorial Purchase Prize

This award is presented to a student in the Master of Fine Arts Program for an outstanding work of visual art. The work winning the Pieper Prize appears on the cover of the Graduate Student Achievements for the corresponding academic year.

Athena LaTocha  Art
- **The Madeline Fusco Fellowship**
  This fellowship is awarded to outstanding women or minority doctoral students completing a dissertation.

  Etsuko Maruoka-Ng  Sociology
  Sarah Marchesano  History

- **The Mildred and Herbert Weisinger Dissertation Fellowship**
  This fellowship is awarded to graduate students completing dissertations that bear significant scholarly promise, and whose work might otherwise be delayed due to financial obligation.

  Matthew Mahler  Sociology
  Maya Shanbhag  Comparative Studies
ANATOMICAL SCIENCES

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: CATHERINE FORSTER
DEPARTMENT CHAIR: WILLIAM JUNGERS

❖ Grants, Fellowships, and Awards


❖ Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


❖ Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Other


Grants, Fellowships, and Awards


Beyin, Amanuel. (2005) Young Researchers Scholarship, $15,000. *The Dan David Prize*, Tel Aviv University, Israel.

Gilbert, Christopher C. (2001-2006) Graduate Council Fellowship, $14,500/year, Stony Brook University Graduate School, Stony Brook, NY.


Kamilar, Jason M. (2006) Sigma Xi Travel Award, $200. *Sigma Xi, Stony Brook University Chapter*, Stony Brook, New York, USA.


**Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews**


Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops


Hirsch, Ben. (2005) Social foraging in the ring-tailed coati (Nasua nasua); determinants of the finders share. 85th Meeting of the American Society of Mammalogists, Springfield, Missouri.


Irwin, Mitchell. (2005) Living in forest fragments reduces group cohesion in diademed sifakas (*Propithecus diadema*) in eastern Madagascar, by reducing patch size of food resources. Annual Meeting of the American Society of Primatologists, Portland, OR.


Su, Anne. (2005) Variability in the direction of substrate reaction forces in the locomotor repertoire of the primate Lemur catta. *XXth Congress of the International Society of Biomechanics, Presentation*. Cleveland, OH.


Young, Jesse W., and Patel, Biren A. (2005) Body mass distribution affects neither limb kinematics nor gait selection in the patas monkey (Erythrocebus patas). *Northeast Regional Meeting of the Division of Vertebrate Morphology (DVM), Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology (SICB)*. Cambridge, MA.


Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments


Varela, Alfredo. (2005) Assistant Director. Asian/Pacific Studies, School for International Training B Study Abroad, Brattleboro, VT.

Young, Jesse W. (2006) Adjunct Professor. Department of Biology, Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY.
Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


---

**Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops**


Kang, Yeona. (2005) Research Workshop and Summer School - MBI (Mathematical Biosciences institute) Microarray Gene Expression Data Analysis, OSU, OH.


ART

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: MICHÉLE BOGART
DEPARTMENTAL CHAIR: MEL PEKARSKY

 Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

Bagshaw, Amy. (2006). President’s Award for Teaching Excellence for a Graduate Teacher. $500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Frabetti, Alton. (2005) TAship, Writing Program. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Ide, Takaumi. (2006) Dialogues Across Differences, $250. SUNY Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Liboiron, Max Nichole. (2005-06) Goldberger Fine Arts Award. SUNY Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY.

Macchiavello, Carla. (2006) Fondo concursable de la Dirección de Asuntos Culturales de la Cancillería (DIRAC), $8,500. Dirección de Asuntos Culturales de la Cancillería, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores de Chile, Santiago, Chile.


 Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


- Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews

- Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops
Curatorial Appointments


Exhibitions/Performances


Liboiron, Max Nichole. (group) Night of 1,000 Drawings. *Artist’s Space*, New York, NY, 2005.


❖ Commission Art Work

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: ROBERT HALTIWANGER
CHAIRPERSON: WILLIAM J. LENNARZ

- **Grants, Fellowships, and Awards**

  **Rafi, Salma Banu.** (2005) Division of Medicinal Chemistry Travel Grant. $600. *American Chemical Society, Division of Medicinal Chemistry*, Washington, DC.

- **Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews**


- **Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops**


Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments

Luo, Yi. (2005) Postdoctoral Fellow. Department of Molecular Biology, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ.
Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

Ghosh, Kaustabh. (2006) President’s Award to Distinguished Doctoral Students, $500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Holguin, Nilsson (2005) W. Burghardt Turner Fellowship, $6000/yr. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Lam, H.Y. (2005) Sigma Xi Award for Excellence in Research. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


*contributed equally to the manuscript


Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops


---

**Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments**


Gary Gustavsen. (2005), Biomedical Consultant. *Health Advances*, Boston, MA.


Little, Jesse. (2005), Post-doctoral fellow. *MIT*, Boston, MA.


Saldanha, Anita. (2005), Medical Student. *SUNY Buffalo*, NY.

Sharma, Gaurav. (2005), Biomedical Engineer. NJ.


Squire, Maria. (2005) Assistant Professor. *University of Scranton*, Scranton, PA.

---

**Software Developed**

Zhu, Zhengwei. (2006) GWIDD (Genome Wide Docking Database). GWIDD is a web-based database server for studying protein interactions using docking method. Proteins function by interacting with proteins and other molecules, for ex., enzyme-inhibitor, antigen-antibody, etc. Understanding how proteins interact structurally is critical in finding out protein functions and regulating protein functions. GWIDD provides convenient ways to search for experimentally verified and predicted protein-protein interactions, to model structures of individual interacting proteins, and most importantly to model structures of protein complexes. University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS.
Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

Bréger, Julien. (2006) ECS Summer Fellowship Award, $4000, The Electrochemical Society, USA.

Bréger, Julien. (2006) Sigma Xi Travel Award, $100. Stony Brook University Chapter of Sigma Xi, Stony Brook, NY.


Lee, Jae Chul. (2006) Sigma Xi Excellence in Research Award, Stony Brook University Chapter of Sigma Xi, Stony Brook, NY.


Machutta, Carl. (2006) American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (ASBMB) Graduate/Postdoctoral Travel Award, $750. ASBMB, Bethesda, MD.

Park, Hyunsoo. (2005) Travel Award for IUCr Meeting, $1100. The US National Committee for Crystallography, USA.

Park, Tae-Jin. (2005) Division of Inorganic Chemistry (DIC) Student Travel Award, $300. American Chemical Society (ACS), Washington, DC.

Park, Tae-Jin. (2005) Sigma Xi Travel Award, $150. Stony Brook University Chapter of Sigma Xi, Stony Brook, NY.

Peng, Luming. (2005) Sigma-Xi Travel Award for Research, $150. Sigma-Xi, Research Triangle Park, NC.


Stoner-Ma, Deborah. (2005) Biological Chemistry Division Travel Award Winner, $600. Biological Chemistry Division of the ACS, Washington, DC.

Stoner-Ma, Deborah. (2006) President’s Award to Distinguished Doctoral Students, $500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Tang, Hui. (2005) Travel award from the ACS Division of Biological Chemistry, $600. ACS Division of Biological Chemistry, Washington, DC.

Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews

Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


**Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops**


Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments

Anil, Burcu. (2006) Postdoctoral Associate. Department of Physiology and Biophysics, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, NY.


Internship Appointments

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: IRA LIVINGSTON
DEPARTMENT CHAIR: ROBERT HARVEY

- Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

  Foley, Ashar. (2006) Dorothy L. Pieper Merit Award, $3,000. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.
  Pape, Kristin. (2006) President's Award for Excellence in Teaching by a Graduate Student, $500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.
  Shanbhag, Maya. (2006) Mildred and Herbert Weisinger Fellowship, $5,000. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

- Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


- Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops

  Bakola, Emily. (2006) How to Do Conspiracy Theory with Fetishism: Oliver Stone's JFK. Comparative Literary and Cultural Studies Faculty and Graduate Student Colloquium. Stony Brook, NY.
  Tőke, Lilla. (2005) Nervous Laughter: Humor and the Trauma of the Holocaust. Graduate Student Conference organized by the English Department, SUNY at Stony Brook. Manhattan, NY.
Comparative Literature

 TCHARExhibitions


 TCHARTranslations


 TCHARPost-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments


 TCHAROther

Grants, Fellowships, and Awards


Yu, Fuxiang. (2005) CCA 2005 Travel Grant, ¥170,000. CCA/University of Kyoto, Kyoto, Japan.

Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops


- **Internship Appointments**

- **Software Developed**

- **Patents**
ECOLOGY AND EVOLUTION

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: GEETA BARATHAN, PH.D. PROGRAM
LEV GINZBURG, MASTERS PROGRAM
CHAIRPERSON: JESSICA GUERVICH

Grants, Fellowships, and Awards


Allen, Bengt J. (2005) Hopkins Marine Station Summer Course Scholarship, Monterey, CA.


Cogni, Rodrigo. (2006). Hovanitz Memorial Award, $600. Lepidoptera Research Foundation, US.

Cogni, Rodrigo. (2005). Tinker grant for field research. U$1245.00. Latin America and Caribbean Studies, State University of New York at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY, US.


Oikawa, Patricia. (2006) Biosphere-Atmosphere Research and Training (BART), $33,000/year for two years. *National Science Foundation through the University of Michigan Biological Station*, Ann Arbor, MI.


Stoebel, Daniel. Graduate Council Fellowship. *State University of New York at Stony Brook*, Stony Brook, NY.


**Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews**


**Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews**


Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops


Moen, Daniel. (2005) Cope’s rule in cryptodiran turtles: do the body sizes of extant species reflect a trend of phyletic size increase? Joint Annual Meeting of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists. Tampa, FL.


Translations


Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments


Reviews


ECONOMICS

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: SANDRA BRUSCO
DEPARTMENT CHAIRS: WARREN SANDERSON; WILLIAMS DAWES

 Grants, Fellowships and Awards

Yin, Na. (2006) President’s Awards for excellence in Teaching by a Graduate Student, Stony Brook, NY.
Yin, Na. (2005) Economics Department Award for Outstanding Teaching by a Graduate Student Instructor. Stony Brook, NY.

 Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


 Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops

Di, Yanan. (2006) Socioeconomic Status and Dental Care Utilization. 32nd Annual Eastern Economic Association Conference. Philadelphia, PA.


Internship Appointments

Grants, Fellowships and Awards


Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops


- **Internship Appointments**

GENETICS

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: GERALD H. THOMSEN

- **Grants, Fellowships, and Awards**
  
  **Dame, T.M.** (2006) Distinguished Service Award, $200. Stony Brook University, Graduate Program in Genetics, Stony Brook, NY.

  **Dame, T.M.** (2006) Howard Hughes Medical Institute Graduate Teaching Fellowship. LIGASE, Stony Brook, NY.

  **Gersch, Robert.** (2006) Poster presentation award, Silencing Mustang During Chondrocyte Proliferation and Differentiation. Stony Brook University, Graduate Program in Genetics Annual Retreat, Stony Brook, NY.

  **Gersch, Robert.** (2006) Distinguished Service Award. Stony Brook University, Graduate Student Organization (GSO), Stony Brook, NY.

  **Mese, Gulistan.** (2005) American Society for Cell Biology (ASCB) Predoctoral Student Travel Award, $400. American Society for Cell Biology (ASCB), Bethesda, MD.

  **Nolan, Marissa.** (2006), Distinguished Service Award, $200. Stony Brook University, Graduate Program in Genetics, Stony Brook, NY.

  **Okan, Nihal A.** (2006) Corporate Activities Program Student Travel Grant Award.


- **Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews**


  **Silva, J.M., Li, M.Z., Chang, K., Ge, W., Golding, M.C., Rickles, R.J., Siolas, Despina**, Hu, G., Paddison, P.J., Schlabach, M.R., Bradshaw, J., Kulkarni, A., Cavet, G., Sachidanandam, R., McCombie,


**Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops**


Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

Filiberto, Justin. (2005) Student Travel Award, $1500. Cosmochemistry Program, Meteoritical Society. Knoxville, TN.


Tang, Y. (2005) Dr. Mow Shiah Lin Scholarship, $1000. BERA’s Asian Pacific American Association (APAA), Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY.


Wander, Matthew C.F. (2006) CEMS grant for travel funds The Reduction of Uranyland Chromate to Insoluble Species by Green Rust and Other Ferrous Hydroxides, Kevin M. Rosso at PNNL.

Wander, Matthew C.F. (2005) CEMS grant for travel funds Redox Kinetics of Uranium on Magnetite; A Theoretical Study, Kevin M. Rosso at PNNL.


Yu, T. (2005) Travel Award, $3000. Tokyo Summer School of Frontier Chemistry 2005, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.


Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


**Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops**


molecular sieve. *American Chemical Society National Meeting.* Division of Geochemistry: In-situ Methods and Investigations in Environmental Science, Washington, DC.


Geosciences

Xu, Xuan, and Hanson, G. N (2005) Is there denitrification in Long Island ground water? *Geology of Long Island and Metropolitan New York*. Stony Brook, NY.


Yu, T., C. E. Young, and Chen, J. (2005) Density measurement of liquid FeS under high pressure and high temperature. *Laboratory of Earthquake Chemistry, Graduate School of Science*. Tokyo, Japan. (oral presentation)


Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments


HISPANIC LANGUAGES, LITERATURES, AND CULTURES

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: LOU DEUTSCH
DEPARTMENT CHAIR: VICTORIANO RONCERO-LOPEZ

- Grants, Fellowships, and Awards


  Frohlich, Margaret. (2005) Award for Excellence in Teaching. Stony Brook University, Department of Hispanic Languages and Literature, Stony Brook, NY.


  Pueyo Zoco, Víctor M. (2005) Patrick Charnon Fellowship Award, $500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

  Reyes de Deu, Lucía. (2006) Jane’s Travel Grant for Faculty, $1000. Latin American and Latino Studies Program, Waltham, MA.


- Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops


Frohlich, Margaret. (2005) Hispanic Culture as U.S. Culture. Hispanic Heritage Month Program. Stony Brook University, NY.


León-Blázquez, Lidia. (2006) Moderator in the session entitled Humor and Laughter. International Symposium “Demócrito Áureo”: Modelos de la risa en la literatura española del Siglo de Oro. Department of Hispanic Languages and Literature at Stony Brook University and GRISO (Grupo de Investigación del Siglo de Oro) at the University of Navarra, Spain. Stony Brook University, NY.


Wong, Y.L. Mariela (2005) Don Quijote de la Mancha y las crisis finiseculares del XIX y XX. ¿Viejo milenio o nuevo milenio? Rutgers University, NJ.


Professional Appointments

Reyes de Deu, Lucía. (2005-2006) Reappointment as Lecturer in Spanish. Romance and Comparative Literature Department, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA.

Simpson, Catherine. (2006) Lecturer of Spanish. Department of Latin American and Iberian Studies, University of Richmond, Richmond, VA.

Translations


Other


Montoya, Oscar. (2006) Member Organizer Committee of Miradas desde el Sur – Views from the South 5th Annual Graduate Students Conference. Stony Brook, NY.


HISTORY

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: YOUNG-SUN HONG
DEPARTMENT CHAIR: NED LANDSMAN

 Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

Babic, Annessa. (2005) Hofstra University Faculty Development Grant, $400. Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY.


Hoglund, Sarah. (2005) Pre-doctoral Fellowship in British Art, $3000. Yale Center for British Art, Yale University, New Haven, CT.


Thompson, Katrina. (2006) Northeast Consortium for Faculty Diversity Dissertation Fellowship/Visiting Scholar in the Social Sciences, Monmouth University, West Long Branch, NJ.

Thompson, Katrina. (2006) Erskine A. Peters Dissertation Year Fellowship. $28,000. University of Notre Dame, South Bend, IN.
Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops


Creagh, Dianne. (2005) Treading the Margins of Whiteness: Substitute Parents and Standards of Fitness During the Great Depression. *Adoption and Culture*. Tampa, FL.


History


❖ Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments


Elsey, Brenda. (2006) Assistant Professor. History Department, Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY.

Hamblin, Terry R. (2005) Assistant Professor. History and Economics Department, SUNY College of Technology at Delhi, Delhi, NY.

Vessels, Joel. (2005) Instructor. History/Political Science/Geography Departments, Nassau Community College, Garden City, NY.


❖ Other

Linguistics

Graduate Director: Alice Harris

Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

An, Young-ran. (2005) Linguistic Society of America (LSA) Fellowship, $2,000. The Linguistic Society of America, Washington, DC.


MacDonald, Jonathan E. (2006) Sigma Xi Travel Award, $200. Stony Brook University Chapter of Sigma Xi, Stony Brook, NY.


Shu, Chih-Hsiang. (2005) Linguistic Society of America (LSA) Fellowship, $2,000. The Linguistic Society of America, Washington, DC.


Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Linguistics


Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops


❖ Professional Appointments


Vassilieva, Maria. (2005) Lecturer. ESL Program, *Columbia College of Technology*. Fairfax, VA.


MARINE AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: ANNE McELROY

Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

Abramson, Lynn. (2006) Schubel Fellowship, $4000. Marine Sciences Research Center, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Abramson, Lynn. (2005) Sigma Xi Award for Excellence in Research. Stony Brook University Chapter of Sigma Xi, Stony Brook, NY.

Abramson, Lynn. (2005) AWIS Predoctoral Citation of Merit, $300. American Women in Science Educational Foundation, Washington, DC.


Lin, Xueju. (2006) Type 1 Student Travel Award for 2006 ASLO summer meeting, $1000, American Society of Limnology and Oceanography, Waco, TX.


O’Connell, Christine. (2005) Evan R. Liblit Memorial Scholarship, $2,500. Waste Reduction and Management Institute, Stony Brook University, NY.

O’Connell, Christine. (2005) Long Island Sound Study Science and Technical Advisory Committee Fellowship, 50% of graduate stipend. The Long Island Sound Study, Stony Brook, NY.


Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


---

**Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops**


Internship Appointments


Performances

Ou, Melissa. (Stony Brook university orchestra) Fall 2005 orchestra performances. Staller Center, Stony Brook, NY, 2005

Ou, Melissa. (Stony Brook university orchestra) Children’s concert. Staller Center, Stony Brook, NY, 2006

Ou, Melissa. (Stony Brook university orchestra) Concerto competition performance, Staller Center, Stony Brook, NY, 2006

Recordings

Ou, Melissa. (Stony Brook university orchestra) 3 live orchestral concerts. Staller Center, Stony Brook, NY, 2005/2006. Recordings available at the Melville library on Stony Brook Campus

Software Developed

Ou, Melissa. (2005/2006) Climate prediction and prediction selection program. Stony Brook, NY. Program automates finding predictors from a dataset and then forms a forecasting model to graphically display forecasts, select the best model and output statistics.
Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

Ba, Xiaolan. (2005) Presidential Fellowship Award, $2,500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Chen, Yi. (2005) Sigma Xi Grant-in-Aid of Research Grant, $908. Sigma Xi- The Scientific Research Society, Research Triangle Park, NC.

Colmenares, Angulo. (2005) Presidential Fellowship Award, $2,500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Jiang, Jun. (2005) Graduate Student Award from National Science Foundation for Materials Research Society (MRS), $500. National Science Foundation, Boston, MA.

Kerkar, Prasad B. (2005) Presidential Fellowship Award, $2,500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Kerkar, Prasad (2005) Poster Presentation at the American Association of Drilling Engineers (AADE), Annual Technical Conference and Exhibition, 3rd Place Bronze Medal. American Association of Drilling Engineers (AADE), Houston, TX.

Kerkar, Prasad B. (2005) Travel Grant, $1,500. American Association of Drilling Engineers (AADE), Houston, TX.


Liu, Wei. (2005) Presidential Fellowship Award, $2,500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Liu, Ying. (2005) Presidential Fellowship Award, $2,500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Sawicka, Katarzyna. (2005) Presidential Fellowship Award, $2,500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Wang, Lisheng. (2005) Presidential Fellowship Award, $2,500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Wen, Jinsheng. (2005) Presidential Fellowship Award, $2,500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Young, Christopher. (2005) Presidential Fellowship Award, $2,500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Zhao, Sijia. (2005) Presidential Fellowship Award, $2,500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


**Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops**


Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments


Internship Appointments

Bansal, Juhi. (2005) Device Engineer co-op. AMD (Spansion LLC), Sunnyvale CA.

Bansal, Juhi. (2006) Device Engineer co-op. AMD (Spansion LLC), Sunnyvale CA.
MATHEMATICS

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: MICHAEL ANDERSON
DEPARTMENT CHAIR: DAVID EBIN

❖ Grants, Fellowships, and Awards


Chen, Xiaojun. (2005) Departmental Fellowship, $1000. Mathematics Department, SUNY Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY

Han, Zhigang. (2005) Departmental Fellowship in recognition of outstanding achievement and dedication. $1000. Mathematics Department, SUNY Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY

Hao, Ning. (2005) Summer Institute in Algebraic Geometry, AMS and NSF, Seattle.

Hu, Wenchuan. (2005) Nathans/Simon Fellowship Award for Outstanding Research, $2,000. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY

Li, Li. (2005) Travel grant, $300. Mathematics Department, SUNY Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY


Li, Li. (2005) Travel grant, $500. NSF.

❖ Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


❖ Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops


**Dupont, Emiko.** (Dec 2005) Symplectic Quotients. Graduate seminar, Mathematics Department. Stony Brook, NY.


**Han, Zhigang.** (2006) Bi-invariant metrics on the group of symplectomorphisms. *AMS Joint Mathematics Meetings, Special Session on New Developments in Symplectic Topology*. San Antonio, TX.

**Han, Zhigang.** (2006) Bi-invariant metrics on the group of symplectomorphisms. *AMS Spring Eastern Section Meeting, Special Session on Symplectic and Contact Topology*. Durham, NH.


**Suvaina, Ioana.** (2005) Existence and Obstructions of Einstein Metrics, Mathematics Department Graduate Student Seminar. Stony Brook, NY.

**Suvaina, Ioana.** (2005) *MSRI Workshop*. Berkeley, CA.


---

**Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments**


---

**Other**

**Chance, Mike.** (2006) Organizer of Graduate Seminar, Mathematics Department, *SUNY Stony Brook*, Stony Brook, NY.
Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

Forestal, Colin A. (2005) Cell and Molecular Biology Infectious Disease Training Grant. NIAID, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Ling, Liu. (2005) Abrahams Award for Outstanding Scientific Achievement by a Graduate Student. Department of Microbiology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops


Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments


Grants, Fellowships, and Awards


Tan, Andrew M. (2005) Best poster presentation at the Annual Graduate Student Symposium. $100. SUNY at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY.


Zanazzi, G., Deans' List for academic achievement. Stony Brook University School of Medicine, Stony Brook, NY.

Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


- **Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops**


- **Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments**


 Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

- **Prakasam, Sivaraman.** (2006) Third Place, Senior Category, AADR Pfizer HATTON Award. *AADR/CADR General Session and Exhibition*, Orlando, FL.
- **Prakasam, Sivaraman.** (2006) Finalist IADR Pfizer HATTON Award. *IADR 84th General Session and Exhibition*, Brisbane, Australia.

 Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


 Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops


**Grants, Fellowships, and Awards**

- **Caces, D.B.** (2005) Van der Kloot Award for Excellence in Teaching in the Graduate Program in Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology, $500. Stony Brook, NY.

- **Feigin, Michael.** (2005) Graduate Program in Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology Annual Symposium’s “Snapshot” Award, $75. Stony Brook, NY.

- **Gravanis, Iordanis.** (2006) Graduate Council Commendation for Excellence in Teaching by Graduate Student. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

- **Mirrione, M. Martine.** (2005) 3rd Place in Poster Competition, $100. *Xth International Workshop on Molecular and Cellular Biology of Plasminogen Activation*, Washington, DC.


- **Su, Wenjuan.** (2005) Van der Kloot Award for Excellence in Research in the Graduate Program in Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology, $500. Stony Brook, NY.


**Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews**


**Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops**


**Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments**


Ocampo, Christopher. (2005) 3rd Year Medical Student, MSTP candidate. *Stony Brook University,* Stony Brook, NY.


Strockbine, Bentley. (2005) Postdoctoral fellow. Dr. Robert Rizzo, Dept of Applied Math, and The Institute of Chemical Biology and Drug Discovery, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

PHILOSOPHY

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: DONN WELTON
DEPARTMENT CHAIR: ROBERT CREASE

- Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops

- Exhibitions / Performances
Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

Calaga, Rama. (2006) IEEE-NPSS Graduate Student Scholarship, $500. *IEEE-NPSS.*


Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


_Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops_

Calaga, Rama. (2005) Optimizing the cavity shape for ERLs. Optimizing the cavity shape for ERLs. Newport News, VA.


Cardoza, David, Baertschy, Mark, and Weinacht, Thomas. (2005) Gaining Mechanistic Insight from Closed-Loop Learning Control of Molecular Fragmentation. Frontiers in Optics/Laser Science XXI. Tucson, AZ.


Desai, Satish. (2006) A Search for WH Associated Production at Do. APS April Meeting. Dallas, TX


Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments

Calaga, Rama. 2-3 Year TOOHIG Fellowship, Research Associate. LARP/BNL/LHC. Upton, NY/ Geneva, Switzerland.


Franchini, Fabio. Post-Doctoral Fellowship. Abdus Salam International Center for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy.

Newaz, A.K.M. Post Doctorate. Washington University at St. Louis, St. Louis, MO.
Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops


PSYCHOLOGY

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: ARTY SAMUEL
DEPARTMENT CHAIR: NANCY SQUIRES

Grants, Fellowships, and Awards


Blakeley-Smith, Audrey. (2005) Departmental Award for Excellence in Research (Advanced), $100. Department of Psychology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Brewer, A. (2005) Departmental Award for Excellence in Research, $100. Department of Psychology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Bufferd, Sarah. (2005) Graduate Council Fellowship. Department of Psychology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Chiaramonte, Gabrielle R. (2005-2006) Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA), $28,000. Physicians’ Gender Bias in the Diagnosis, Treatment, and Interpretation of Coronary Heart Disease Symptoms, The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), Bethesda, MD.

Chiaramonte, Gabrielle R. (2005) Clara Mayo Award for Research on Sexism, Racism, or Prejudice, $1,000. Do Medical Schools Reinforce Gender Biases in the Diagnosis and Treatment of Coronary Heart Disease? The Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues (APA), Washington, DC.

Congdon, E. (2005) Alumni Graduate Summer Research Fellowship, $500. Department of Psychology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Giscombe-Woods, Cheryl. (2005) Departmental Award for Excellence in Research (Advanced), $100. Department of Psychology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Langsam, Karen. (2005) Departmental Award for Excellence in Teaching, $100. Department of Psychology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Neider, Mark B. (2006-2009) Beckman Institute Post-Doctoral Fellowship, $153,000. Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Technology, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL.

Oh, Hwamee. (2005) Departmental Travel Award, $300. Department of Psychology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.
Oh, Hwamee. (2005) Graduate Organization Travel Award, $275. Department of Psychology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Oh, Hwamee. (2005) Departmental Alumni Summer Research Fellowship, $4000. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Pereira-Pasarin, L. (2006) Professional Development Program, $350. Community Workers of America 1104/Graduate Student Employees Union and Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Riela, Suzanne. (2005) W. Burghardt Turner Fellowship, $10,000. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


**Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews**


Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops


Psychology


Internship Appointments

Acevedo, Bianca. (2005) Visiting Scholar. Free University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, NL.


Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments

**Kraljic, T.** (2005) Visiting Fellow. Embodied Communication Research Group, Center for Interdisciplinary Research (ZiF), University of Bielefeld, Bielefeld, Germany.


SOCIAL WELFARE

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: JOEL BLAU, PHD
LINDA FRANCIS, MSW

❖ Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops

SOCIOLOGY

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: IVAN CHASE
DEPARTMENT CHAIR: DIANE BARTHEL-BOUCHIER

 Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

Joseph, Lauren. (2005) Tinker Field Research Grant, $1,250. Latin American and Caribbean Studies Center, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Kutz-Flamenbaum, Rachel V. (2006) The Rose Laub Coser Award for the best theory and/or research paper in gender studies, $100. Department of Sociology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Mahler, Matthew. (2006) The David Street Award for the best qualitative and/or theory paper, $100. Department of Sociology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Maruoka-Ng, Etsuko. (2005) Student Travel Grant, $300. American Sociological Association, Washington, DC.

Maruoka-Ng, Etsuko. (2006) The Madeline Fusco Fellowship Award, $2,500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Shin, Hwa-Ji. (2005) The David Street Award for the best qualitative and/or theory paper, $100. Department of Sociology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Smith, Richard. (2005) The Rose Laub Coser Award for the best theory and/or research paper in gender studies, $100. Department of Sociology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Smith, Richard. (2006) President’s Award for Excellence in Teaching by a Graduate Student, $500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Traver, Amy. (2006) The David Street Award for the best qualitative and/or theory paper, $100. Department of Sociology, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Traver, Amy. (2006) President’s Award for Excellence in Teaching by a Graduate Student, $500. Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops


Diamond, Diane A. (2006) Does Equality Mean We All Have to be the Same?: The Debate over Gender Equality and Gender Equity at Virginia Military Institute and the United States Military Academy at West Point. 76th Annual Meeting of the Eastern Sociological Society. Boston, MA.


- **Post-Doctorates Obtained and Professional Appointments**

  **Besen, Yasemin.** (2005) Assistant Professor. Department of Sociology, *Montclair State University*, Montclair, NJ.


- **Internship Appointments**


- **Translations**


- **Other**

  **Baldermann, Diana.** (2006) Member of Conference Organizing Committee. 5th Annual Multi-disciplinary Graduate Student Conference: Miradas desde el Sur (Views from the South), *Latin American and Caribbean Studies Center, Stony Brook University*. Stony Brook, NY.

  **Baldermann, Diana, and Joseph, Lauren.** (2006) Head of Conference Organizing Committee. 3rd Annual Graduate Student Ethnography Conference, *Stony Brook University*. Stony Brook, NY.

**Smith, Tyson.** (2006) Lead Organizer of Conference Committee. *3rd Annual Graduate Student Ethnography Conference, Stony Brook University.* Stony Brook, NY.
THEATRE ARTS

GRADUATE DIRECTOR: STEVE MARSH
DEPARTMENT CHAIR: PEGGY MORIN

❖ Grants, Fellowships, and Awards


❖ Singly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


❖ Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


❖ Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposiums, Workshops

Professional Appointments


Internship Appointments


Theatrical Productions and Performances


Honnold, Heather. (2005) Associate Artistic Director. Long Island Play Project, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Lusk, Danya. (2005) Director. Fumed Oak. The Fannie Brice Theatre, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.

Lusk, Danya. (2006) Stage Manager. Woyzeck. Theatre 3, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY.


Dramatic Adaptations


Recordings


Other
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  Chabra, Inderjit. (2005) Distinguished Service Award, $350. Molecular Genetics and Microbiology Graduate Program, Stony Brook University. Stony Brook, NY.

  Connolly, Sean E. (2006) Annual Dissertation Award for the Agricultural, Biological and Health Sciences, $1,000. Northeastern Association of Graduate Schools.

  Gladue, Doug. (2005) Distinguished Service Award, $350. Molecular Genetics and Microbiology Graduate Program, Stony Brook University. Stony Brook, NY.


- Jointly Authored Publications/Research Reports/Reviews


- **Abstracts, Conferences/Colloquia, Presentations, Symposia, Workshops**
  


- **Professional Appointments**


  Ryndak, Michelle. (2005) Postdoctoral Fellow. TB Center, Public Health Research Institute, Newark, NJ.